Maurer Photography

Capture the Romance!
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Your wedding images deserve a quality and style that’s
unique to your personalities. Maurer Photography would be
honored to help capture the romance, the tender memories, and
the distinctiveness of your wedding day.
Our entire philosophy of wedding photography hinges on
providing couples with a relaxed, fun experience, and the very
best in wedding imagery! With years of experience and award
winning photography, we take pride in documenting all of the
details surrounding your wedding. Many hours of creative and
skillful efforts are put into the capturing, processing, and
presentation of your images.
Storybook Albums

Wedding Collections

Exquisite Images

By investing in one of the three Wedding Collections
offered by Maurer Photography, you’ll receive the time, talent,
and dedicated efforts necessary to provide comprehensive
coverage and exquisite imagery of your wedding day.
Our husband-and-wife team will work together to make
sure that the best possible images are captured throughout the
entire day. Typical images can include the romantic and fun
interaction of the Bride & Groom, the wedding party and families, and excerpts of the ceremony and reception... the optimal
blending of photographic styles, poses, settings, and candid
moments.
All Collections include a complimentary Engagement
Session with a Free 11x14 Portrait, Full-Day Coverage, a
Photographer and Assistant, and On-line Hosting of images.
With our artistic story telling expertise, we will create a
custom “Storybook Album” to present your wedding images
in the best possible manner. The elegant leather album is
assembled with select, key images that are fashioned into a
composition which captures the essence and beauty of the day’s
events. A treasured statement of artistry.
Each Collection includes the items listed beneath it. The
number of images shown is the typical number of finished
images acquired throughout the day.
To obtain distinguished imagery by Maurer Photography on
another day besides your wedding, see the “Bridal Portrait
Session” on page 4 for more details.

Ultimate Collection

$5000

• Engagement Session with 11x14 Portrait
• Photographer and Assistant
• Full-Day Coverage
• 500-600 Images
• 32-Page Storybook Album
• On-Line Hosting of All Images
• Photo-Fusion Slideshow
• (2) 20-Page Gift Albums

Elite Collection

$4200

• Engagement Session with 11x14 Portrait
• Photographer and Assistant
• Full-Day Coverage
• 400-500 Images
• 28-Page Storybook Album
• On-Line Hosting of All Images
• Photo-Fusion Slideshow

Classic Collection

$3400

• Engagement Session with 11x14 Portrait
• Photographer and Assistant
• Full-Day Coverage
• 300-400 Images
• 24-Page Storybook Album
• On-Line Hosting of All Images
Additional album pages can be added to any Storybook Album
for just $150 per 2-page spread.
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Digital Image Set

Maurer Photography provides an additional array of quality
products and services to augment your Collection choice.
Note: The Elite Collection includes the Photo-Fusion
Slideshow, while the Ultimate Collection includes (2) Gift
Albums and the Photo-Fusion Slideshow.

Collection Additions
Digital Image Set

Quality Products
$500

This most popular addition provides you with a Copyright
Release and all of your professional quality, high-resolution
Digital Image Files. This option allows you the opportunity to
use your images however you want. Every image is properly
exposed, prepped and color-corrected, completely print-ready.
Save $100! If you prepay for the Digital Image Set
before your wedding, it can be purchased for only $400.
Clients who purchase the Digital Image Set can also take
advantage of Maurer’s Preferred Customer Pricing and purchase
Additional Prints directly from Maurer’s for 50-75% off!

10x10 Storybook Album

$900

The centerpiece of your wedding memories. The custom
24-Page Storybook Album is a sophisticated, leather-bound
presentation that will remind you of your lifelong promise to
each other.

8x8 Replica Album

$650

An exact replica of the Bride & Groom’s Storybook Album
in a smaller, 8x8 size. A parent’s supreme keepsake!

Gift Album

Gift Albums

$200

A 20-page, compact 5x5 album containing some of the
most beautiful and meaningful images of the Bride & Groom.
The perfect way for your parents to show off your wedding.

Photo-Fusion Slideshow

$400

The Photo-Fusion Slideshow blends romantic music and
motion with some of your best images to make the memories
“come alive.” Arouse your senses with a stunning, animated
recap of your wedding day. The slideshow is delivered on DVD
and is also made available as an internet link for e-mailing or
embedding on your blog, website, or social networking site. It’s
an ideal gift for your families and friends! (Additional DVD
copies are only $10 each.)

Extra Time (per hour)

$200

Receive additional coverage and more images by adding
extra time to your Wedding Collection! We can stay longer at
your reception and dance, or adjust your starting time to compensate for extra settings, special photos, or unique locations
that are beyond our ordinary coverage.

Video Coverage
Priceless, professional Video Coverage can be added to
any Photo Collection. Maurer Photography is well-known for
their touching, fun-to-watch, artistic video productions. Years
of experience, technical know-how, and truly imaginative skills
will contribute to the creation of an exclusive, heirloom video.
(The prices shown below have been discounted for those purchasing a Wedding Photography Collection.)

Complete Coverage
Key Coverage
Cinematic Music Video

$3000 (Save $500)
$2000 (Save $400)
$1500 (Save $300)

See our Video Brochure for complete details on video coverage.
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When you book your wedding with Maurer Photography,
you’ll receive a free Engagement Session. ($300 Value!)
If we’re already booked for your wedding day, the “Bridal
Portrait Session” offers you an excellent opportunity to still
obtain distinguished imagery by Maurer Photography.
Gallery Wraps

Other Products & Services
Bridal Portrait Session

Enrich Your Memories
$2000

The Bridal Portrait Session is the ideal way to capture the
beauty and intimacy of a couple in love. Scheduled before or
after the day of the wedding, we can utilize scenic locations and
give the couple our undivided attention while creating the stunning imagery that Maurer Photography is known for. The day of
the wedding can be hectic and stressful, so why not consider a
fun and relaxed Session to enrich your memories?
The Bridal Portrait Session is composed of both photography and artistic video clips enabling an extraordinary PhotoFusion Slideshow.
If you want to utilize the imagery at your wedding or reception, be sure to schedule the session at least 6 weeks ahead of
your wedding date. The session includes:
• 3 Hours of Photo & Video Coverage
• Digital Image Set (All Images)
• Photo-Fusion Slideshow
The Bridal Portrait Session is not intended to replace wedding
day coverage.

Special Notes
Lodging and mileage charges will apply to all Weddings,
Receptions, and Bridal Portrait Sessions more than 100 miles
from Boyden, IA.

Payment Plan
An initial, non-refundable payment of $500.00 must be
made in order to reserve your wedding date. The balance of the
Wedding Collection you choose is due 30 days prior to the wedding. Subsequent print orders or Collection Additions must be
paid in full before they will be released from the studio.

Engagement Session

$300

An Engagement Session with Maurer Photography is a
great time for us to get acquainted. You’ll know what to expect
on your wedding day as you see how we work together to create
romantic and fun imagery.
The Engagement Session includes a complimentary 11x14
portrait, suitable for displaying at your guest book table. Other
prints may be ordered at our Regular Print Pricing, or you can
order a single Digital File of any image for $40 each.
All of the Digital Files from the Engagement Session may
be purchased for only $300. The Digital Files are perfect for
save-the-date cards, wedding programs, Facebook pages, and
reception slideshows.

Additional Print Prices
Studio-quality reprints from Maurer Photography are
reasonably priced. Professional prints are always available at
our Regular Pricing, while those who invest in the Digital
Image Set may print through Maurer’s at our Preferred
Customer Pricing which is 50-75% less.
24x30 Wall Portrait
20x24 Wall Portrait
16x24 Wall Portrait
16x20 Wall Portrait
11x14
8x10
5x7
4x6
(8) Wallets

Regular

Preferred

$210
$150
$130
$110
$60
$20
$10
$5
$10

$95
$75
$65
$55
$20
$5
$3
$2
$5

Pricing of all 11x14 and larger prints includes mounting.
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Thank you for considering
Maurer Photography
for your wedding imagery!
An investment in beautiful wedding
imagery is money well spent.
Maurer Photography provides skilled attention and
artistic creativity at an exceptional value.
Please see our website for additional information
and to view some of our slideshows and albums.

www.maurer-photo.com
Please call with any questions you may have,
or to reserve your wedding date.

Maurer Photography
1009 E Prairie St
Boyden, IA 51234
(712)725-6040
www.maurer-photo.com
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